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Legislaturesaround the world first delegate some of their policy making
authority to experts and then accept their delegates' proposals without question or
amendment.Many scholarssee this combinationof events as evidence that complexity
leads elected representativesto lose control of the actions of government.While we
agreethat complexityand delegationcan renderlegislaturespowerless,we arguethat legislatorsaroundthe worldcan, and do, overcomethese potentiallydamagingforces.Specifically, we use a model of legislative behavior to show how both institutional
characteristicsand conditions that allowpeople to learn from othersprovide legislators
with the facultyto protecttheir interests.We concludethat certainstructuralcharacteristics, such as those found in the United States Congress,allow ordinarylegislatorsto
exertconsiderablecontrolover the actionsof governmentand that othercharacteristics,
suchas those found in BritainandJapan,rendermost legislatorsrelativelypowerless.

In most democratic states, legislatureshold a preponderance
of the formal authorityto govern. Despite this authority,many scholars contend that most legislatorsactually exert very little power over
the functions of governance. Backbenchers,for example, are thought
to be political sheep, often accepting government directives without
challenge or question-bleating nary a complaint as ministers and
bureaucratsfleece them of their formal authority. Other scholarsare
as doubtful of the power of members of the U.S. Congress, who are
often portrayedas being overwhelmed by the many advantages that
congressionalcommittees and bureaucratsare thought to possess.2
In many democraticsettings, it is arguedthat legislaturesserve
as little more than rubberstamps for the edicts of governmentministers, bureaucrats,or policy-draftingcommittees. Must this be so? Is
representativedemocracy doomed to be hijacked by small groups of
policy makers in the government or on legislative committees?
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Scholars who reply affirmatively to these questions typically
base their responses on the premise that government ministers,
bureaucrats,and committee membershave policy expertisethat other
members of the legislaturecannot acquire.3At first glance, their argument seems well grounded,for if backbenchersdo not know enoughto
understand the consequences of expert actions, then they will be
unable to prevent those with expertise from fleecing them. Indeed,
when combined with the agenda control that ministers, committee
members, and bureaucratsoften possess, expertise can transformlegislative votes into rubberstamps. However,scholarswho concludethat
most legislatorsare powerlesson most issues must rejectthe possibility
that legislatorscan learn the consequencesof experts'actions and use
what they learn to influence these actions.
If these scholarsare correctabout the impossibility of legislative learning,then their conclusion surelyfollows. But the assumption
that legislatorsare incapableof learningis at best extremeand at worst
just plain wrong. While legislators may not be expert on very many
policy issues, they have access to numerous sources of expert advice.
One must assume that legislatorsare capableof using these fire alarms
to make reasonedjudgments about the actions of experts.4
Followingthe path-breakingworkof Gilliganand Krehbiel,we
explore the conditions under which legislators can learn about the
actions of experts.5We show that apparentlydocile legislatorscan, and
often do, exert substantialpowerover the functions of governance.We
demonstratethis by using a model we have developed to identify institutional and cognitive determinantsof legislator influence.
We proceed as follows. In the next section we describe the
problems associated with delegation to experts. We then identify the
conditions under which delegation is, and is not, equivalent to abdication. We show that, to control delegated authority,legislators must
be able to learn about the actions of the experts to whom authority
was delegated. We conclude by identifying conditions that allow legislators to learn. In the subsequent section, we argue that legislative
rules, procedure, and practice in the U.S., Japan, and Britain determine the extent to which conditions for learning exist and the extent
to which legislatorsin each country can control the actions of those to
whom they delegate. Our comparison of institutional structureleads
us to conclude that U.S. legislators have the greatestcapacity to learn
about and control the actions of their agenda-setting agents. The
Appendix contains the development of our model and a derivation of
our results.
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Delegation, Information,and Control
The centralproblemof modern democracyis that, to deal with
complex issues, representative assemblies rely on the opinions and
actions of experts(Weberin Gerth and Mills 1946). For example,legislatorswho want to develop effective policies but who lack the expertise
needed to draftsuch policies often delegatethe jobs of fact finding and
policy developmentto bureaucrats,presidents,governmentministers,
party leaders, and committees within their own assembly.While legislators can use delegation as an effective substitute for the acquisition
of expertise, delegation can also be problematic.Expertscan use their
expertiseto take actions whose consequencesare both unknownto legislators and detrimental to legislative interests (i.e., experts can use
their expertise to wrest control of the policy-makingprocess from legislators).Thus, legislatorsmust realizethe potential benefits of delegation without abdicating their control over policy.
The Agency Problem
The legislator'sproblemcan be characterizedas one of a broad
class of phenomena known as agency problems. Agency problems
involve at least two players:a principal,who possesses the authorityto
take certain actions, and an agent,to whom the principalhas delegated
some authority.6In the legislative policy-making setting, the legislature as a whole (and the majoritypartythat controls its operation)acts
as a principalthat delegatesto an expertagent (such as the government
or a congressionalcommittee) the task of proposingalternativesto an
existing policy. The principal-agentinteraction in which we are interested begins after the agent makes a proposal and ends when the
principal-the full legislature-either acceptsthe proposalor rejectsit
in favorof the existing policy.7 For expositional simplicity,we describe
the case where both the principal and the agent are completely
informed about the consequences of maintaining the existing policy
but only the agent is completely informed about the consequences(for
both players) of the principal's decision to accept the proposal.8
From the principal'sperspective, this game has four possible
outcomes. Which outcome occurs depends on the status of the following two conditions:9
First condition. The principal knows enough about the difference between the consequences of accepting the agent's proposal and
the consequences of maintaining the existing policy to determine
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whether acceptingor rejectingthe proposal is consistent with her best
interests.
Second condition.The policy that has the most favorableconsequences for the principal is also the best policy for the agent to
propose.
When both conditions are true, the outcome of the game is the
principal's ideal policy. It follows from the second condition that the
agent proposes the policy which has the most favorableconsequences
for the principaland from the first condition that the principalknows
enough to accept this proposal. Of the four possible outcomes, only
this one allows the principalto enjoy the maximum advantageof relying on an agent (i.e., the principal'sinteractionwith the agent is a perfect substitute for the principal learning everything that the agent
knows and then formulatingthe policy herself).
When one of the two conditions is true, the outcome of the
game, althoughit is not the principal'sideal policy, can be no worsefor
the principalthan the existing policy. For instance, when only the first
condition is true, the principalknows enough about the consequences
of the agent'sproposalto rejectany proposalthat is worse for her than
the existing policy. Alternatively,when only the second condition is
true, the agent proposes the principal's ideal policy, and the worst
thing that can happento the principalis that, becauseof her ignorance,
she rejects it.
When neitherof the conditions is true, delegationto an expert
can
haveconsequencesthat makethe principalregrethavingdeleagent
This
followsfor two reasons.First,if thereis a conflict of interest
gated.
between the principaland agent, then the agent may make a proposal
which, if accepted, would make the principal worse off. Second, the
principal'signorancemay lead her to accept a proposalthat she would
do better to reject.The resultof delegationin this case may be that the
outcome can be worse for the principalthan the existing policy is.
It follows that, in order to avoid the pitfalls of delegation, the
principal must either pick a good agent (i.e., one who satisfies condition 2), or learn enough to protect her interests (i.e., enough to satisfy
condition 1). While the principal could attempt to create the second
condition through screening (i.e., attempting to choose agents whom
she knows to have the same policy preferencesas she does), effective
screeningis often difficult to conduct.10Therefore,it will often be the
case that the principal can avoid the pitfalls of delegation only by
becoming informed about the agent's actions.
The principal can learn about the consequences of accepting
the agent's proposal in three ways: (1) she can acquire the expertise
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that her agentpossesses, (2) she can rely on the agent (an informedsecond party) to provide information about the proposal, or (3) she can
rely on an informed third party to provide information about the
agent'sproposal.Eachof these methods is problematic,however.First,
the acquisition of expertise is costly. For instance, it might take years
for a legislativeprincipalto understandall the nuances of tax policy or
the military'sgrandstrategy,if such an understandingis possible at all.
Becauseexpertiseis difficult to acquire,legislatorsare likelyto remain
novices on many of the issues over which they must make decisions.
Second, relying on the information of informed second and
third partiesis itself an agencyproblem.For instance, while the principal is spared the cost of acquiring expertise, her dependency also
makesher susceptibleto deception. An informed second or third party
is likely to attempt deception when his interests conflict with those of
the principaland when the informantbelieves that the informationhe
provides will be influential-that is, that it will cause the principalto
do something that she otherwise would not do.
Considerationssuch as these lead many critics of representative governmentto drawtheir bleak conclusions. We can look at legislatures and observe that, on numerous occasions, agents possess
expertisethat principalsdo not, that agents and principalshave different preferencesover outcomes, that effective screening is difficult to
conduct, that acquiringexpertise is costly, and that learningfrom others is problematic.Must we conclude, however,that the principalswill
be unable to promote and defend their interests?In the remainderof
this section, we show that the answerto this question is an emphatic
no. Even when all of the conditions stated in the question are true, it is
still possible and, indeed, likely that the principalcan learn enough to
distinguish between beneficial and detrimental proposals.
The Conditionsfor Learning
Legislators,like most people, learn by watchingwhat othersdo
and listening to what they say.Whatmakeslearningcomplicated,however,is the fact that someone who provides informationalwayshas the
opportunity to deceive and may have an incentive to do so. What
makes learningpossible, when an information recipient has no objective way of identifying truthful statements, is her knowledge of the
information provider's incentives.
To understand what legislators can learn from others, we
extend the usual agencymodel by adding a third partywho can inform
the principalabout the consequencesof acceptingthe agent'sproposal.
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We show that a legislator's ability to learn about an information
provider's incentives (where an information provider is an informed
second or third party)depends on the existence and extent of four conditions for learning. Each condition is an observablecharacteristicof
either the informationprovideror the environmentin which the information provider and principal interact. If any of these conditions is
present or if the principal can use institutional design to create them,
then the principalmay be able to use her interactionwith an information provider to improve the consequences of delegatingauthorityto
an expert agent. By contrast,if all these conditions are absent, then the
existence of informed second or third parties will not be sufficient to
prevent the agent from taking actions that make the principal worse
off. We conclude this section with a description of each condition and
a discussion of their implications for the consequencesof delegation.
The first condition for learning is the presence of observable
and costly actions by an informed person.1 The logic underlyingthis
condition closely follows the adage that actions speak louder than
words. Someone who takes a costly action (i.e., exerts effort) reveals
something to others about how much a particularoutcome is worthto
him or her. Consider the following example. In the presence of a proposal cost of $100, the principalwho observes an agent'sproposalcan
correctly infer that the difference in value to the agent between this
proposaland the existing policy must be at least $100 if the paymentof
the proposal cost is to be worthwhile.By observing the agent's costly
action, the principalcan better gaugethe minimum value to the agent
of the change the agent proposes. The principal can use this information to approximate,with relative accuracy,the magnitudeof the policy change that the agent is proposing.Since the observation of costly
effort allows the principalto better distinguishbetweenbeneficial and
detrimental proposals, a circumstancewhich is most likely when she
feels very differentlyabout small and largechangesto the existing policy, the presence of observableand costly effort empowersthe principal relative to the agent.
The second condition for learning is the existence of a cost
associated with making particular statements. One example of this
type of cost is a penalty for lying, under which it costs the information
provider more to lie than to tell the truth.'2The penalty for lying may
be the potential loss in a valued reputationfor honesty,or other penalties, such as censure or expulsion, may be imposed by legislative
leadership.
It will be worthwhilefor an information providerto lie only if
the expected benefit of lying outweighs the expected cost. The infor-
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mation provider benefits from lying when lying increases the likelihood that the principal will take the action preferredby the information provider. Thus, a penalty for lying works only if it affects the
information provider's benefit-cost calculation.
For example, when the penalty for lying is $10, the principal
can make the following inference:either the statement is true, or the
statement is false and the value to the informationprovider of lying is
greaterthan $10. To see this effect, let's say that the principalis uncertain about exactly what the agent's proposal entails. The principal
believes that it could be either one of two alternatives,labeled simply
as X and Y. Let us assume that the informationproviderknows which
alternative the agent has proposed and knows that a $10 penalty will
be assessed if he or she lies. Let us furtherassume that the following is
common knowledge:if the agent proposes X and the principalaccepts
the proposal,then the informationproviderreceivesa payoffof $19; if
the agent proposes Y and the principal accepts the proposal, then the
information provider receives a payoff of $24; and if the principal
rejectsthe proposal,then the informationproviderreceivesa payoffof
$11.
In this case, if the agent proposes X and if X is worse for the
principal than the existing policy, then the penalty for lying is sufficient to dissuade the information provider from telling the principal
that the proposal is better for the principalthan the existing policy. In
contrast, if the agent proposes Y and if Y is worse for the principal
than the existing policy, then the penalty for lying will not be sufficient
to dissuade the information provider from making such a statement.
Thus, upon observingthe message "the proposalis better for you than
the existing policy" in the presenceof this penalty for lying, the principal can infer that the agent's proposal is, in fact, Y.
In sum, a penalty for lying informs the principalthat particular (untruthful)statementswill not be made under certain conditions.
Thus, when a particularstatementis made, the principalcan correctly
infer that certain circumstancesare not possible. This is the essence of
learning. In general, the ability to make this type of inference allows
the principalto more accuratelydistinguishbeneficial from detrimental agency proposals. The principal can then increase the likelihood
that she benefits from her interaction with the agent. In addition,
ceteris paribus,the higherthe penalty for lying, the less likely it is that
the principal will be mislead and, as a result, the more likely it is that
she will learn enough to defend her interests.
The third condition for learning is a similarity of preferences
over outcomes. If outcomes that are good for one person are also good
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for another and if bad outcomes for one are also bad for another,then
neither person will have an incentive to lead the other to take an action
that producesa bad outcome.13The dynamic effect of preferencesimilarity can be stated as follows:the more likely it is that the information
provider and the principal prefer the same outcome, the greaterthe
likelihood that the informationproviderwill truthfullyrevealwhat he
knows and, therefore,the greaterthe weight that the principal should
assign to the information provider's claim being true. For example,
when the principal is certain that she and the information provider
share the same preferencesover outcomes, the informationprovider's
statement can be treated as though it were true. In contrast, when the
principal is certain that she and the information provider have different preferencesover outcomes, the information provider's statement
can be treated as though it were uninformative(regardlessof whether
it is actually true or false).
The fourthand final condition for learningis the possibility of
verification.14 If an information provider believes that the truth of his
statement is likely to be verified, dissembling is less likely to get the
information provider the outcome he desires. As a result, the more
likely verification becomes, the more likely the information provider
is to provide truthful information. This dynamic is especially pronounced if the payment of the penalty for lying depends on the likelihood of verification.
Having identified the conditions for learning, we can now
explain precisely how legislators can realize the potential benefits of
delegation without abdicatingtheir control over policy.15In the presence of an agent who can use his expertise and delegated authorityto
do more harm for the principalthan good, the principalcan defend her
interests by learning about the consequences of accepting the agent's
proposal. To do this, the principalneed not become an expert herself.
If either the expected penalty for lying, the costs of observableactions,
the likelihood that principaland informationproviderpreferencesare
similar, or the probabilityof verification are relativelylarge, then the
principal can use information provided by an informed second or
third party to learn about the consequences of an expert agent's proposal. If none of these conditions exist but the principal can design
institutions that create them, then she will also be able to learn from
others. In both cases, the principal can use what she has learned to
increasethe likelihood that the consequencesof delegatingto an agent
are positive for her. In sum, our analysis implies that the principalcan
be made worse off by delegatingto an expertagent only if all of the following conditions hold: the agentpossesses expertisethat the principal
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not; the agent and principalhave differentpreferencesover outcomes;
effective screening cannot be conducted; the cost of acquiringexpertise makes it prohibitively expensive for the principal to become an
expert;and the conditions for learningeither do not exist or cannot be
created.
Conditionsfor Learningin Legislatures
CostlyAction, Penaltiesfor Lying, and Similarity of Preference
Legislativerules,procedures,and practices,thoughcreatedfor
other purposes, often establish the conditions for learning. For
instance, draftinglegislativeproposals,holding hearingsand investigations, writing reports,strikingdeals, and whipping up support for legislation all require the expenditure of valuable resources (e.g., time,
effort, and money). Much of the scholarshipwhich concludes that legislatures are powerlesshas missed the implication of proceduresand
practices that entail the payment of observable opportunity costs:
these institutions enable legislative learning.
For example, in many countriesthe acquisition of funding for
a new programrequiresmore work than does the acquisition of additional funding for existing programs(i.e., separateauthorizinglegislation is requiredto make the new programeligible for considerationin
the budget process).Thus creatingand fundingnew programsis a relatively costly action. While this requirement may have been implemented to limit the agenda control of those agents who have an
incentive to create new programs,it is clear from our previous analysis
that it can also provide legislatorswith useful information about their
agent's spending priorities.
Similarly,when trust is a valuable commodity in the policymaking process, policy makersmay have an incentive to be perceived
as trustworthy.Penalties for lying are a means to enforce trust. Trustworthinessand, implicitly, penalties for breakinga trust, are the bases
of behavioral norms that are well known to all members of the U.S.
Congress (Fenno 1973). Furthermore,it is often claimed that, in the
fierce competition for the attention of membersof Congress,lobbyists
run the risk of being shut out if ever they are caught having provided
false information(Milbrath1960;Herzbergand Unruh 1970;Hall and
Wayman 1990; Wright 1990; Evans 1983). In parliamentarysystems,
where parties tend to have considerable control over their members'
electoral prospects, penalties for lying seem likely to be even more
successful.
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Legislatorsin many countriesalso expend much effort in idenothers
with similar preferences on whom they can rely. For
tifying
new
the
example,
governingparty or coalition in every parliamentary
must
immediately appoint and invest cabinet ministers. Simisystem
the
literature
on committee assignmentsand leadershipselection
larly,
in the U.S. House attests to the importancelegislatorsplace on screening those who hold agenda power or who serve as information
providers (Polsby 1968; Polsby,Gallaher,and Rundquist 1969; Fenno
1973; Shepsle 1978; Smith and Deering 1990; Krehbiel 1991; Cox and
McCubbins 1993). While we do not believe that screening is a foolproof way of establishing preference similarity, it can, if successful,
help to establish another condition for learning.
Verificationand the Structureof LegislativeInstitutions
The first three conditions for learning bear upon the characteristics of the informationprovider-whether he has paid costs to act,
is subjectto penalties for lying, or is knownto have preferencessimilar
to those of the legislator.The fourthcondition, the probabilityof verification, pertains to the context of an information provider'sactions.
A prerequisite for verification is that there be a second information
source who is knowledgeableand has an incentive to reveal what he
knows. To qualify as a verifier,this second informationprovidermust
be subject to action costs or penalties for lying or must be known to
have preferences over outcomes that are in direct conflict with the
preferencesof the first informationprovider.16In either case, the presence of a verifier creates competition in information provision, since
the first information provider is aware that the effectiveness of any
statementhe makescould be affectedby the verifier'sstatement.Thus,
in legislatureswhere the likelihood that there will be informed adversaries is high, so is the probability of verification.
The benefits of competition between information providers
have long been recognizedby political philosophers and institutional
designersalike (e.g., Machiavelli,Montesquieu,Madison in TheFederalist). Beyond what legislators can do in structuringthe legislative
process, the constitutional structure of government, including the
rules governing elections, determine the number and quality of information sources. Institutionaldesign is the key to the existence of competition between information providers. Consequently,legislators in
some countrieswill be blessed with more competition, and thereforea
higherlikelihood of verifiableinformationabout their agents'actions,
than will their counterpartsin other countries.
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Institutional features that increase the likelihood of divided
control increase the likelihood that ambition will be pitted against
ambition. Since adversarial interests are a sufficient condition for
informed persons to play the role of verifier with respect to their
adversaries,it follows that an increase in the extent of divided control
increases the probability that an expert's recommendations will be
verified and, hence, increases the likelihood that legislatorscan learn
about the consequences of their agents' actions. In the remainderof
this section, we combine simple observations about the extent of
divided control in the governing structuresof Britain, Japan, and the
United Stateswith what we have learnedabout the design and implications of verifiability to determine the extent to which British, Japanese, and U.S. legislators can learn about the consequences of their
agents' actions.
The UnitedStates. In a system that is both bicameraland presidential, such as that in the U.S., there are many competing and
informed agenda setters. The leadership and committees of both
chambers, as well as the president, will attempt to control the legislative agenda, especially in the absence of unified party control of both
legislative houses and the presidency.This competition naturallycreates adversarialsources of information for legislators.17Even under
conditions of unified party control, differences in the rules under
which legislators and the president are elected may lead them to be
adversarialon some issues.'8
Agendacontrol in the U.S. is divided furtherby procedureand
practice within each chamber of Congress.The party leadership and
its committees, such as the Appropriationsor Budget Committees,
have the knowledge and incentive to serve as verifiers on the statements made by competing authorizing committees (Weingast and
Marshall 1988; Kiewiet and McCubbins 1991; Cox and McCubbins
1993). This intracameraldivision of agenda control allows even more
opportunitiesfor legislatorsto learn about and affect the consequences
of legislative proposals.19
Japan. In Japan, there is no separatelyelected president who
might serve as a verifier.Furthermore,while the Diet is bicameral,the
Upper House is powerless on the budget and the choice of the
cabinet-probably the two most importantthings that any legislature
does-so it cannot act as a verifier to the same extent as the U.S. Senate can. Finally, from 1945 to 1993, one party,the LiberalDemocrats,
controlled the government without the support of coalition partners.
From a strict structuralperspective,there seems to be a greaterdivi-
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sion of control in the U.S. than there is in Japan. As in the U.S., however, there are other sources of division.
The LDP's procedureand practicesdivide agendacontrol. For
example, Diet members with experience in one policy area or another
identified as zoku giin, or policy tribe members; together with likeminded colleagues they lobby the executive bureaucracyon behalf of
their pet policy causes (Inoguchiand Iwai 1987;Murakawa1989). Furthermore,the LDP establishedits own system of committees, the Policy Affairs Research Council (Seimu Chosakai). Committees within
this system review government policy proposals before they are submitted to the floor and thus can provide backbencherswith information to parrythe official reportsof the cabinet and the corresponding
Diet committees.20Coordinatingcouncils (shingikai)also put interest
group representativesat the policy-makingtable with bureaucratsand
scholars. Any of these groups was thereby privy to information that
might otherwise be hidden from backbenchers.In each instance, the
members of these zoku, committees, and councils, often representing
competing sectors of society, all might serve to verifythe statementsof
others in the policy-makingprocess.
Britain.The BritishParliamentis similarto the JapaneseDiet,
with two notable exceptions. First, the bicameralism is even more
asymmetric(Lijphart1984). The LowerHouse is sovereignfor all policy areas. Second, there are no intrapartyequivalents within either
major party to the policy tribes, PARC committees, or coordinating
councils in Japan. Even the legislative committees are impermanent
structures,subject to the whimsy of the leadership. Thus, in terms of
the number of potential verifiers, it would seem that U.S. legislators
are the best off among our three examples, while British backbenchers
are the worst off. Japanese backbenchersare only slightly better off
than their British counterparts.21
Of course, backbenchersneed more than just the ability to
learn;they must also be able to exercise a veto when they learn that an
agent is acting against their interests. Additionally, they may wish to
enhance their ability to learn from fire alarmsbeyond the endowment
grantedthem by the constitution, the electoral system, and legislative
procedure and practice. The ease with which they can do either of
these things depends on the extent of their autonomy from the
demands of their intralegislativeagents (party leadership or agendacontrollingcommittees). If leadershipcontrols nominations or is delegated the authorityto move candidatesup or down on the partylist for
the next election, then the ability of backbenchersto punish leadersfor
bad policy may be impaired. If punishment requirescollective action
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by backbencherswhose fates are-at the individual level-controlled
by those whom they propose to punish, then a prisoner'sdilemma is
set up wherebyno individual backbencherhas an incentive to take the
lead in challengingleadership. The implication, then, is that greater
leadershipcontrol over the electoralfates of backbenchersweakensthe
conditions for backbencherlearning.
Backbenchersin the U.S. are less dependent on their party
leaders than are their counterpartsin Britain and Japan. U.S. parties
do not control electoral endorsements;instead, candidates run in primary elections. Moreover, the personal-vote component to getting
elected is high in the U.S. (Fenno 1978; Cain, Ferejohn,and Fiorina
1987; Cox and McCubbins 1993; Cox and Rosenbluth 1993). In the
U.K., candidates must receive their party's endorsement and are not
able to cultivate a personalvote throughdifferentialcredit claiming or
position taking (Mayhew 1974; Cain, Ferejohn, and Fiorina 1987).
Party discipline is tightly enforced both in parliament and on the
hustings.
In terms of autonomy, Japanese backbenchers again fall
between their counterpartsin the U.S. and the U.K. Partiesdo control
endorsements,as in Britain, but it is possible to be elected as an independent (albeit not as an independentincumbent).It is quite clearthat
personal votes play a huge part in candidates' electoral campaign
efforts for the Japanese Lower House (Hrebenar 1986; Curtis 1988;
McCubbinsand Rosenbluthforthcoming;Cox and Rosenbluth 1993).
Intrapartycompetition in each electoral district forces candidates to
differentiate themselves with something other than policy-and in
Japan, that something is money, pork, and personal favors. However,
party discipline is ironclad in Japan; backbenchers may not vote
againsttheir leadership.Also, the money that pays for elections comes
to a large extent from party leaders-hardly a recipe for backbencher
autonomy.
In sum, U.S. backbenchersare blessed with a vast array of
potential verifiers from whom they can learn, and they have the most
autonomy to do something about what they learn. British backbenchersare less fortunateby both measures.The structureof government is not conducive to learning,and Britishbackbencherswould be
hard pressedto act against their leaderseven if they were to learn that
these agents' actions had damaging consequences. Japanese backbenchers are an intermediate case. With the advent of coalition government in Japan this year, the number of informed, adversarial
information sources can be expected to increase. ThereforeJapanese
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backbenchershould be able to learn more about the actions of their
intralegislativeagents.
Conclusion
Many scholars contend that backbenchersin parliamentand
members of Congressare little more than political sheep, blindly and
unquestioninglyacquiescingto the proposals of those who set the legislative agenda. While we agree that the observed infrequency with
which legislatorsamend the proposals presentedto them makes them
appearto be relativelypowerless,we do not agreethat delegation and
informationasymmetriesinevitably resultin abdication.Appearances
can be deceiving.
We have argued that, when legislators delegate some of their
policy-makingauthorityto expert agents,they can and do create institutions within which they can learn about the consequences of their
agents' actions. When agents believe that legislators can learn about
the consequences of their actions, agents who desire change will be
induced to take actions that are beneficial for legislators. Legislators
who can induce such behavior need not necessarilyamend an agent's
proposal to achieve the types of policy outcomes they desire. An
explicit recognition of the impact of institutional design on how legislators learn allows us to view apparent legislative acquiescence in a
clearerlight. Legislatorswho, from afar,appearas docile as sheep may
in fact be the shepherdswho guide the activities in the policy-making
paddock.
ArthurLupia is AssistantProfessorof PoliticalScience, University of California-San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093. Mathew D.
McCubbinsis Professorof Polticial Science, Universityof CaliforniaSan Diego, La Jolla, California 92093.
APPENDIX
In this abbreviatedappendix,we first describethe premisesupon which the
model is based and then present our conclusions. A more detailed appendix, which
includes extensiveproofs, appearsin Lupiaand McCubbins1995 and is availablefrom
the authorsupon request.
Basic Premises
Two players,called the principaland the fire alarm,play a single-shotgame.
Unless otherwisestated,all aspectsof this gameare common knowledge.The purposeof
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the game is to choose one of two exogenouslydeterminedpoints, o and sq, on the line
segment[0, 1]. This choice determinesa payoffin utils for each player,and each player's
objectiveis to maximizehis or her own utility.The principal'sutility functionis -jX - P
and the fire alarm'sutility functionis -JX- Fl,whereP is the principal'sideal point, F is
the fire alarm'sideal point, and X E {o,sq}.For expositional simplicity,we discuss the
case whereP < sq. Our resultsare withouta loss of generalityto the case P > sq, which
is equivalent, and the case P = sq, which is trivial.
The single exception to the common knowledgeassumptionis that the locations of o and F may be knownonly to the fire alarm.We assumethat the locations of o
and F are the resultsof single drawsfrom the distributionsO and F, respectively.O has
density O', r has density F, and each has supporton knownbut undenotedsubsets of
[0, 1]. In effect, we assume that O and F are common knowledgeand that only the fire
alarm observesthe result of the drawfrom each distribution.If either distributionhas
mass at more than one point, then the fire alarm has private information. For
expositionalsimplicity,we examinethe case whereO'(sq)= 0. It may also be knownthat
o's proposer(an agentwho is assumedto havetakenactionsbeforethe playof this game)
had the same-shapedutility function as the principaland fire alarmand paid ca > 0 for
the privilege of proposingo.
The fire alarm makesthe game's first move by sendingone of two messages,
MFE {B,W}.B (betterthan sq for the principal)meansthat o E (sq - 2 X (sq - P), sq). W
(worsethan sq for the principal)means that o E [0, sq - 2 X (sq - P)] U (sq, 1]. The fire
alarmis not restrictedto the transmissionof a truthfulmessagebut may have to pay an
additional penalty for lying, t, if it chooses to dissemble. Whethera dissemblingfire
alarmhas to pay the penaltyfor lying dependson the actions of a third playercalled the
verifier.The verifieris a playerwhose actions are determinedexogenousto the play of
this game. After the fire alarmhas signaled,the verifierrevealsthe true location of o to
the principalwith probabilityv and revealsno new information(signalsthe distribution
0) with probability1 - v (Mv E {O,o}). If the fire alarmhas dissembledand the verifier
revealsthe true location of o, the fire alarmpays the penaltyfor lying;otherwiseit does
not. After receiving messages from the fire alarm and the verifier,the principal can
choose to pay cmto learnthe locationof o (MON E {Y,NJ).The principalthen makesthe
game's final move by choosing either o or sq (APP E {Y,NJ).
The equilibriumconceptwe use is a variantof the sequentialequilibriumconcept of Kreps and Wilson (1982). A sequentialequilibriumconsists of strategiesthat
playersbelieve to be the best responsesto the chosen strategiesof others, prior beliefs
that areconsistent,and an updatingprocedurethat is basedon Bayes'Rule. Consistency
implies that players'beliefs assign positive probabilityto the true state of the world.
The variation we introduce is that we assume that the principalutilizes an
exogenouslydeterminedalgorithmto decide whetheror not to condition her beliefs on
her knowledgeof the fire alarm'sstrategy.This assumptionsimplifies the formalstatement of the model and the expositionthat follows.The algorithmsuggeststhat a principal with limited cognitiveresourceswill opt to considerthe fire alarm'sstatementif she
expects, without explicitlyconsideringall possible outcomes of the game, that doing so
will increasethe probabilitythat she makesthe same decision she wouldhavemade had
she knownthe location of o. An algorithmwith these characteristicsis proposedin this
Appendix.The remainderof our analysisfocuseson the case wherethe algorithmdirects
the principalto use (or stated anotherway,we assume that the principaluses) information about the fire alarmand the fire alarm'sstrategyto update her priorbeliefs about
the location of o. The validity of our resultsrelies on the validity of this concept, since
we do not examinethe consequencesof playthat straysfromthe equilibriumpath.In the
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descriptionof this model'sequilibria,we also employthe followingtie-breakingrules:if
the expected benefit of an action (i.e. proposing,dissembling,and monitoring)is not
strictlypositive, then this action is not taken;and if sq and o providethe principalwith
the same expected utility, then the principalchooses sq.
A SimplifyingAlgorithm
In signalinggames, the probabilitythat the messagereceiverreactsto a message in a particularway is dependenton the actions of the messagesender,which themselves aredependenton the probabilitythat the messagereceiverreactsto a messagein a
particularway.This type of problemoften requiresmodelersto make special assumptions in order to obtain useful results-for example, the consistency requirements
implicit in the definition of the sequentialequilibrium(Krepsand Wilson 1982) and in
severalrefinementsof the concept (see Banks 1991 for a review).Our responseto this
problemis to invokean algorithmthat we believe is a good representationof how people
deal with this type of situation.The algorithmsuggeststhat a principalwith limited cognitive resourceswill opt to consider the fire alarm'sstatement if she expects, without
explicitly consideringall possible outcomes of the game, that doing so will increasethe
probabilitythat she makesthe same decision she would have made had she knownthe
location of o. This algorithm'sinvocationallows for the relativelysimple formal statement of the model.
The algorithm'sfirst inputs are sB and sw. Let sB be the probabilitythat o is
betterthan sq for both the principaland the fire alarmand let swbe the probabilitythat
o is worsethan sq for both the principaland the fire alarm.The algorithm'snext input is
the principal'spriorbeliefs about the extent to which the fire alarmcould benefit from
makingan untruthfulstatement.Let qle(sq,o, F,t, v) = 1 if ( sq - F - I -F )I > t x
v, and 0 otherwise.qlietells whethera fire alarmwith ideal point f who observeso could
find it profitableto makean untruthfulstatement.All else constant,the likelihoodthat
qlie = 1 is increasing in I(I sq - F I -

o - F I) , which is the maximum potential benefit

from lying, and is decreasingin the magnitudeof the expected penalty for lying.
If the principalknew F and o she would know the value of qie. However,her
informationaboutF and o arelimited to her knowledgeof the distributionsr and 0. Let
Qlje(sq,0, r, t, v) E [0, 1] be the principal'spriorbelief aboutthe probabilitythat the fire
alarm could find it profitableto make an untruthfulstatement,where
Q,i(sq, 0, F, t, v) =f

f qi(sq, o, F, t, v)dO'dr'.

Let h(sB, sw, Qlie)be an exogenously determined correspondence that is every-

wherenondecreasingin sBand swand everywherenonincreasingin Qie.Let h denote the
principal's(commonknowledge)expectationaboutthe relationshipbetweenthe content
of the statementand the actuallocation of o. Let h be an exogenouslydeterminedconstant. We say that a principalof type p chooses to condition her inferenceson the fire
alarm'sactions if and only if
h(sB, sw, Qlie) > h.

We have chosen to examine the case wherethis thresholdis surpassed.Alternatively,the rule of thumb might dictate that the principaleither discount or ignore
informationabout the fire alarm. Fortunately,the case where the principalchooses to
ignore this informationis equivalentto the case where the fire alarm'sentry costs are
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prohibitivelyhigh. So in effect we examine that case as well. The case wherethe principal discountsinformationin a systematicmannercan be equivalentto an analysisof the
present model exchangingcurrentfire alarm prior beliefs about the fire alarm'sideal
point with relatively diffuse priors or by decreasingthe value of t. Since the rule of
thumb is solely a function of the common knowledge,we assume that the principal's
inference technique is also common knowledge.
Conclusions
In this section, we detail the minimum inferencethat can be drawngiven that
the algorithmdirectsthe principalto considerinformationaboutthe fire alarm.Let Tbe
the smallestdistancefrom the point sq for which the fire alarmcould find the payment
of the expectedpenaltyfor lying (t x v) to be worthwhile.Since sq, t, v, and the shapeof
the fire alarm'sutility function are common knowledge,so is r.
Lemma 1. In the presenceof penaltyfor lyingt and verifierv, truthtellingis a
dominant partial strategyfor the fire alarm when o E [sq - r, sq + r].
Proposition1. The densityof O at o (or a closed intervalof small and positive
length with endpoints that are equidistant from o) in the principal'sposteriorbeliefs
minus the density of O at that point (or interval) in the principal'sprior beliefs is
nondecreasingin t.
Proposition2. The density of O at o (or a closed intervalof small and positive
length with endpoints that are equidistantfrom o) in the principal'sposteriorbeliefs
minus the densityof O at that point (or interval)in the principal'spriorbeliefs is strictly
increasingin v.
Proposition3. If the principalobservesthat an offer was made in the presence
of proposalcost ca, then she can infer that o X [sq - c, sq + e].
Lemma 2. When it is common knowledgethat - Io - F >- sq - F , - o P > - i sq - P I, then the fire alarmshould send B and the principalshould treat the
messageas though it weretrue. Similarly,when it is common knowledgethat - Io - FI
c - sq - F I and - Io - PI - - Isq - P , then the fire alarmshould send W and the
principalshouldtreatthe messageas thoughit weretrue.Whenit is commonknowledge
lo-Fl <- Isq-Fl and- lo-P >- |sq-P| or- lothat(txv)=OandeitherF > - | sq - F and - o - P| - - sq - P , then the principalshould disregardthe
content of the fire alarm'smessage.
Proposition4. If the algorithmdirects the principalto consider information
about proposalcosts, the penaltyfor lying, preferencesimilarity,and verifiabilityand if
the principaluses the Bayesianupdatingschemes defined above, then, o is the equilibrium outcome of the game if and only if one of the following:
1. The verifier revealsthat o is better for the principal.
The verifierdoes not revealthe true location of o and the principalbelievesthat one of
the followingthree mutuallyexclusive cases is true:
2. o could be betterfor the principalthan sq, the fire alarmcould find it profitable to dissemble(the width of the rangeof alternativesthat the principal
prefersto sq is greaterthan T,which itself is at leastas greatas e), and one of
statementsa-e, given below, is true.
3. o could be better for the principalthan sq, the expectedpenaltyfor lying is
sufficientlyhigh that it is common knowledgethat the fire alarmcould not
find it worthwhileto dissemblewhen o is betterfor the principalthan sq (r
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is greaterthan the width of the rangeof alternativesthat the principalprefersto sq which,itself, is largerthan e) and one of statementsa-d is true.
4. o could be better for the principalthan sq, and the expected penalty for
lying is sufficiently small that it is common knowledgethat it will not
restrictfire alarmbehavior(the width of the rangeof alternativesthat the
principalprefersto sq is largerthan e, which is itself greaterthan tau) and
one of statementsa-d is true.
a. o is betterthan sq for both players,the fire alarmis sufficientlycredible (i.e., some parametersare largeenoughto cause priorand posterior beliefs to diverge by such a degree that the principal'sstrategy
depends on the content of the fire alarm'smessage)that he can persuadethe principalto eithermonitoror choose o withoutmonitoring,
and, if the principalmonitors, she will learn that o is better for her
than sq.
b. o is worse than sq for the principaland is better than sq for the fire
alarm,the fire alarmis sufficientlycrediblethat he can persuadethe
principalto choose o without monitoringeven though o is actually
worse for her (ex post) than is sq.
c. the fire alarm is not sufficiently credible to affect the principal's
behaviorand, regardlessof the fire alarm'saction, the principalwill
accept o without monitoring.
d. o is better than sq for the principal,the fire alarmis not sufficiently
credibleto affect the principal'sbehavior,and, regardlessof the fire
alarm'saction,the principalwill monitorand learnthat o is better.
e. o is betterthan sq for the principal,o is not necessarilybetterthan sq
for the fire alarm, the expected penalty for lying faced by the fire
alarmis largerthan the maximumpossiblebenefit fromlying,the fire
alarm is sufficiently credible that he can persuadethe principalto
either monitor or choose o without monitoring,and, if the principal
monitors, she will learn that o is better for her than sq.

Corollary1. If priorbeliefs are consistent,then the likelihoodthat the principal chooses the element of {o, sq}which it would have chosen had it knownthe location
of o is nondecreasingin the probabilitythat the principaland fire alarmpreferthe same
alternative.

NOTES
We thank William Heller, Jonathan Katz, and Michael Thies for research
assistance. We thank Gary Cox, Elizabeth Gerber, and Barry Weingast for their
comments.
1. Examplesabound. See, for example,Blondel 1968;Meny 1990;Laverand
Schofield 1990. For Britain,see Bagehot 1936; Rose 1964; Crick 1970; Gordon 1971;
Mezey 1979, 39; Davies 1985, 82. For Canada,see Jacksonand Atkinson 1980; Savoie
1990, 27. For Japan, see Ward 1967; Johnson 1975; Campbell 1977; Pempel 1986.
2. Promineptexamplesof this perspectiveincludeFreeman1955;Lowi 1979;
Smith 1988; Wattenberg1990.
3. Weexaminethe case wherethe expert'scoercivepowersoverthe legislature
are not absolute-that is, wherelegislatorsdo havethe abilityto rejectexpertproposals.
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4. See McCubbinsand Schwartz1984 for the originaldiscussionof legislator
learningfrom fire alarm oversight.
5. While we value the work of Gilligan and Krehbiel,we are interestedin a
differenttype of question from theirs (Gilliganand Krehbiel 1989; Krehbiel 1991). In
our view, Gilligan and Krehbiel'smajorcontributionhas been showingthe interactive
effectof committee assignments,amendmentprocedures,and uncertaintyon a committee member'sincentiveto acquireexpertiseand on the legislature'sabilityto makemore
reasoneddecisions. We focus on identifyingcharacteristicsof policy-makingenvironments that allow those who can influence policy outcomesto learn from those who are
relativeexpertsabout the consequencesof particularpolicy choices. Ourgoal is to show
how institutionaldesign and uncertainty(conceivedrelativelyrichly)interactto determine the extent to which experts or legislatorscontrol the actions of government.
Implicationsof our differing,but complementary,agendasare manifestin the
differences between the models we have produced. For example, in Gilligan and
Krehbiel 1989, their closest relativeto our model on the substantivedimension, there
are either one or two agents whose proposalsare determinedendogenously.If there is
one proposer,there is also an informationsender.In our model, the proposer'sactions
are determinedexogenouslyand the actions of a single informationsender are determined endogenously.In both models, the legislatureis assumed to be a unitary actor
who respondsto agent actions.
In their model, the locationof the agents'ideal points are common knowledge
and are restrictedto be equidistantfrom a point of origin on a single dimension. In our
model, the agent'sideal point is privateinformationto the agentand can lie anywherein
a finite space. In both models, the legislature'sideal point is common knowledge.In
their model, the legislature'suncertaintyabout the consequencesof agentactionsis representedas a uniformdistribution.In our model, a legislature'suncertaintyabout the
consequencesof agentactions can be representedby any distributionover an intervalof
finite length.
In their model, the primaryvariablesof interestare amendmentrulesand the
knowndistancebetweenthe sender'sand legislature'sideal points. In our model, the primaryvariablesof interestareplayers'beliefs aboutthe contextin whichcommunication
takesplace,such as beliefs abouta player'scosts of speechor action, the likelihoodthat a
statement'sveracitywill laterbe verified,and the extentto whichplayersknoweachother's ideal points. Finally,in their model, the senderchooses a statementfrom an infinite
vocabulary.In our model, the sender chooses a statement from a binary vocabulary.
However,in our model, the contextualvariationsalloweach statementto takeon a wide
range of meanings.
6. In effect, we model a legislatureas a unitaryactor. To do this we assume
that legislators'preferences,legislators'abilities, and the legislature'sstructuralcharacteristicshavealreadyinteractedto producea single-peakedlegislativeutility function.
To determine the consequencesof delegation, we must define what sort of
agenda control is grantedin the act of delegation.Does the agent make recommendations to the principal,who then decides on a courseof action, or does the agentpresent
the principalwith a fait accompli?As the committee of the whole in Congressand the
lowerhouse in parliamentarysettingsgenerallyretainthe rightto overturnthe decisions
of many of their agents,we believe that the agendacontrol delegatedis more often the
powerto makerecommendations.Thus, we model delegationas a sequentialgame that
beginswhen an agentoffersa take-it-or-leave-itpolicy proposalto the principaland that
ends when the principaleitheracceptsit (perhapsby doing nothing)or rejectsit in favor
of the status quo policy.
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7. Of course, the agent can always decline to exercise this authority.For
instance,an agent might choose not to makea proposalwhen a choice entails opportunity costs and when the agent expects the proposal to be rejected.
8. Alternatively,our model and resultsdepend only on the assumptionthat
the agentknowseverythingthat the principalknowsbut that the principaldoes not necessarilyknoweverythingthe agentknows.We use the completeinformationassumption
in the text only to simplify the exposition.
9. Also see proposition4 in the Appendix.
10. See Spence 1974 for insight about the causes and consequencesof difficulties in screening.
11. See proposition 3 in the Appendix.
12. See propositions 1 and 4 and corollary 1 in the Appendix.In the model,
we assumethat the size of the penalty for lying is common knowledge.We also assume
that the probabilitythat the penaltyis assessedwhen an informationproviderhas lied is
common knowledge.These assumptionsare equivalent to assumingthat the principal
and agent have common beliefs about the expected size of the penalty for lying.
13. This third condition is similar in spirit to that originally derived in
Crawford and Sobel 1982 and introduced to political science in the context of
committee-floorrelationshipsby Gilliganand Krehbiel(1987, 1989). The projectionof
their finding to our model is describedin lemma 2 (see the Appendix).Also see proposition 4 and corollary1. A detailedcomparisonbetweenour model and the Crawfordand
Sobel model is provided in Lupia and McCubbins 1994.
14. See propositions2 and 4 and corollary 1 in the Appendix.
15. See proposition 4 and corollary 1 in the Appendix.
16. Examplesof the effect of competition on the provision of information
include Milgromand Roberts 1986 and Cameronand Jung 1992.
17. Divided government,in turn, is partlya function of the relativetiming of
presidential and legislative elections (Alesina and Rosenthal 1989; Jacobson 1990;
Fiorina 1992; Shugartand Carey 1992).
18. In unicameralparliamentarylegislatures,the more partiesthere are in a
governingcoalition, the greaterthe numberof parties involved in setting the agenda.
Coalition governmentis more likely the greaterthe effective numberof parties in the
legislature(Taageperaand Shugart 1989). The effective numberof parties in turn is a
functionof the electoralrules.It is well known,for example,that proportionalrepresentation with largedistrictsproducesa largenumberof parties.Thereis an enormousliteratureon the effects of electoralrules for the numberof and conflict betweenlegislative
parties (see Taageperaand Shugart 1989; Rae 1967; Duverger 1954; Sartori 1976;
Lijphart1984). Eachpartyin the governmentis presumablyinformed,and each is competingwith all others,for each is engagedin electoralcompetitionwith the others.Thus
there are presumablymore potentialverifiersfrom whom backbenchersmay be able to
learn.
19. Nonlegislativeactorsalso playa role. The structureand processof executive agencydecision making,as requiredby the AdministrativeProcedureAct, creates
numerousopportunitiesfor lobbyistsand otherinterestedthirdpartiesto accessthe system and to send signalsto backbenchers(McCubbins,Noll, and Weingast1987). Beginning with the constitutionalrequirementto maintaina writtenrecordof all proceedings
and carryingthroughthe Governmentin the SunshineAct, which mandatesthat committee hearingsbe public,numerousformalrequirementsopen the legislativeprocessto
scrutinyby outside groups.
20. It is often pointedout that bureaucrats,as a matterof course,consultwith
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relevant PARC committees before submitting draft legislation (Sato and Matsuzaki
1986; Ramseyerand Rosenbluth 1993; Kato forthcoming1994). Naturally,the leadership reviewsthe outputsof these committeesin orderthat it can signalthe backbenchif
any of these area-specific agenda setters is trying to diverge from backbencher
preferences.
21. The adventof coalitiongovernmentin Japanin 1993 impliescompetition
within the cabinet, as the parties in the coalition seek advantage,and thereforemight
increase prospectsfor verification.
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